The Adage 2040 series, the fastest, most compact IBM® 5080 emulators in the industry, now incorporates the versatility of a powerful 80286 personal computer: The Adage 2047.

**FLEXIBLE.** The Adage 2047 is the ideal tool for engineers requiring information from varied sources. Adage 2047 users have the full power of 5080 graphics, access to 3270 mainframe programs, and the use of PC-based application packages. *All in one desktop system.*

**COMPACT.** With extensive use of VLSI technology, the Adage 2047 is designed to sit completely on a desktop. There is no floor-standing electronics tower common to other 5080 devices: the 2047’s electronics module is housed in the compact base of the monitor. *You save space and reduce facility costs.*

**FAST.** The Adage 2047 is by far the fastest 5080 device in the world, calculating and displaying up to 1 million vectors per second. Complex tasks are performed locally to maximize efficiency of mainframe graphics applications. *You increase productivity.*

**RELIABLE.** The Adage 2047 has been engineered with reliability as a major design feature. Incorporating the latest CMOS technology, the total 2047 system uses less electricity and generates less heat than other systems commonly available. Service, when required, is fast and easy, due to the 2047’s “works-in-a-drawer” packaging. *Adage reliability helps you reduce maintenance costs.*

**WORLDWIDE CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT.** Adage products are serviced by experienced professionals at over 140 strategic locations worldwide. *Quality service for Adage products is never far away.*